
                                           
Care instructions for Human Hair cranial prosthesis/wigs 

 

How to apply your wig 
1. Turn wig over and hold in front of you. (Hairline facing you). Put thumbs on Velcro or ribbon tabs at the 

nape of the wig. 

2. Push hairline of wig up to match up with your natural hairline. 

3. Hold ear tabs and straighten to ensure wig is on evenly in the front of the ears. 

4. Hold front of wig to keep in place while lightly combing. 

5. Use fingers or comb for synthetic wig to help shape into desired style. 

6. Use brush for human hair wig to help shape into desired style. 

Tip: If you have a lace front wig, be sure not to pull on or stretch the lace. Use the ear tabs to adjust wig 

placement on the head. 
 

Care and Styling Human Hair 
We do not recommend that you color or perm wigs or hairpieces. We recommend washing your wig 
every 8 to 10 wears. 
Cleanse and Condition:  

 Before washing your human hair wig or hairpiece, gently remove any tangles with a wide tooth comb or 

paddle brush. 

 Hold wig or hairpiece under cool running water. Gently lather the hair with a capful of shampoo while 

making sure that the hair is traveling in the same direction. DO NOT rub hair as this may cause tangling. 

 Rinse thoroughly with cool water until water runs clear. Ensure hair is traveling in the same direction. 

 Apply conditioner, avoiding the base of the cap. (Appling conditioner to the base of the cap may weaken 

the knots). 

 With your fingers, work conditioner through the ends of the hair for about 3-5 minutes. 

 Rinse thoroughly in cold water until the water runs clear. 

Dry and Style: 

 Wrap wig or hairpiece in a towel and gently pat to remove excess water. 

 DO NOT use a brush to detangle your human hair wig or hairpiece, use a wide tooth comb. 

 Using a round nylon/bristle brush work though hair 2 inches sections starting at the nape. Blow dry in 

downward motion to smooth and direct hair. 

Tips: Your styling tools should be set no higher than 350 degrees to help maintain the integrity of the hair. 

Spray heat treatment thermal spray on each section before applying heat to protect the hair. 

When curling human hair, you can use small clips to hold each curl while cooling for tighter, long lasting 

curl. For looser, more natural curl, allow curls to hang while cooling. 

Due to health care regulations all wigs sales are final 
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